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An experiment
gone right
Almost six years ago, Wildlife
Brewing Company owner Ric Harmon
started serving takeout pizza from his
home’s converted garage in the heart of
Victor. While starting small in order to
accommodate his budget, he kept his eye
on the prize: to brew his own beer on site
and serve it with the pies that were rapidly
becoming popular amongst the locals. He
saved, waited, and purchased used brewing
equipment to achieve this goal. After
one year in business, Harmon was able to
add a variety of microbrews to the menu
of specialty pizzas that deﬁne Wildlife’s
niche.
While regular customers became fond
of Wildlife’s small space – a serving
counter fronting a kitchen that contained
brewing equipment - Harmon, his passion
for pizza and beer intact, was not ﬁnished.
Over a year ago, the renovations to achieve
his original vision began.
“I cut a bunch of holes in my house”,
he explains. Bathrooms now exist where
his home’s mudroom use to stand. His
bedroom became a new ofﬁce. He moved
into the attic. Beneath him, a pub took
shape.
Walking through the doors of Wildlife
Brewing today, one is struck by the clean
lines that reﬂect sixteen hundred square
feet of new restaurant space. Metal
tables, a bar covered in diamond plate
steel, stained concrete
ﬂooring and unﬁltered
light combine to create
an atmosphere that is
far from the typical
rustic approach to dining
in Teton Valley. And
Harmon, by his own
account, is not done yet.
Changes abound at
Wildlife Brewing. Most
notably, the menu has
been expanded to
include more salads,
new desserts, and a
Kids Menu. A slew
of appetizers depict
the Starters menu,
and include Stuffed
Mushrooms that are gluten-free, Tempura
Kabobs, and Bruschetta. During Wildlife’s
Apres Ski hours, from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.,
customers can enjoy a $2 slice of pizza
along with a dollar off any beer ordered.
Sticking to the principals that have
built a loyal customer following, Wildlife
continues to offer both traditional and
specialty pizzas. What sets these pies
apart are the ﬂavor combinations that
Harmon has tried. On his favorite – the
Polecat – a diner’s palate is awash with
the sweet/salty combination of feta cheese
and pineapple accompanied by pepperoni.
The Thai pizza offers a taste sensation of
Thai sauce, peanuts, red onions, scallions
and cilantro with the option of adding
chicken or shrimp. Peanuts on pizza? It is
only one of many things that Harmon has
been willing to try as a topping. A selfdescribed “mad scientist,” his proclivity
toward experimentation is a beneﬁt to his
diners.

“I pay attention when I travel”, he says,
gleaning pizza possibilities from other
restaurants in which he has occasion to
dine while on the road. He encourages
his employees to provide input, and will
feature new ideas as a pizza special to see
if the concoction will take hold amongst
Wildlife’s customers. “You never know,
a test like that might become a signature
pizza down the road.”
As for the microbrew menu, Ric
Harmon continues to try new things.
Wildlife will soon release the Mountain
Stout, his ﬁrst attempt at a stout. Other
winter favorites include the Mighty Bison
Brown and the Porcupine Porter. Idawild
Light is popular in the summer, while the
Point It! Pale Ale is a year-round favorite.
Among the valley restaurants that serve
Wildlife Beer are the Headwaters Grille,
Knotty Pine, Timberline Bar and Grill
and Warbirds Cafe– but you can only ﬁll
a growler of the stuff at Wildlife ($8 for a
ﬁll-up).
Change will continue to happen at
Wildlife Brewing. Harmon envisions
Ski Bum Night – an event that would
include watching ski ﬁlms on a big screen
while downing a favorite brew that is on
special. He mentions plans for a Bocci ball
court and a beer garden. He talks about
merchandising – growing an inventory of
Wildlife pint glasses, growlers and t-shirts.
As a patron to
Wildlife Brewing, it all
seems like enough as
it is. Walking in just
after 4 p.m., this diner
was greeted by a room
ﬁlled with the light of a
setting Teton Valley sun.
Through Wildlife’s large
bank of west facing
windows, taking in the
Big Holes at this time
of day is a moment
of Zen. Following
that moment up with
a meal at Wildlife
made it even better.
I explored the
Stuffed Mushroom,
a subtle mix of spinach and olives topped
with Parmesan and mozzarella. The light
approach to the ﬁlling was delightful in its
composition. From the traditional pizza
menu we chose the Carnivore: Canadian
bacon, pepperoni, and Italian Sausage.
This is a customer favorite in the winter,
and it is easy to understand why. Nothing
deﬁnes comfort food like well placed meat
and cheese.
Sufﬁced to say, the mad scientist that
lives inside Ric Harmon will continue
to try and build on a dream that is being
lived in Victor, Idaho within the walls of
Wildlife Brewing. As changes occur and
expansion continues, the basic core values
of his endeavor will remain the same.
Good food and good beer, one experiment
at a time. Those that eat there just need to
sit back and enjoy the ride.

SPOONFED
JENN REIN

Jenn Rein is not a food snob and still
eats boxed macaroni and cheese.
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